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Cash dispenser and Night Safe

Cut the pieces out from the fret and grind
down whats left of the pegs.
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Scale N 1:160

1.  Dispenser, front panel          
2.  Dispenser, display and keyboard
3.  Dispenser, awning
4.  Night safe, front panel
5.  Night safe, rear panel
6   Sign board
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Fit the machines at the wall

- Cut a hole in the wall for the dispenser (7*5mm)
  
- The keyboard should be mounted at a height of about 1 meter  which in scale N will be 5-6 mm.

- Cut another hole for the night safe (4,5*4,5 mm) 
  Normally the banks night safe is mounted a couple of  meters away from the dispenser.
  But sometimes as close as the example below.
 
  

   

Signs
Make your own signs for Your local bank or an ATM box.
Use logos from Internet or use a camera.

Make them right size with "photoshop"or another program.
Print the tiny signs on photo paper and cut them out.

Put them on the sign boards and mount them as on 
the example above or just mount them flat on the wall.
    

    
Trash box (not contained in the set) 
- A trash box could be made of a styren strip.

- Fold the "display and keyboard" piece (2)
  to a box.

- Place the front panel (1) upside down and fit the
  box along the sides of the opening. 
  (Keyboard should be mounted downwards ! )

- Fix the box at the front panel with:
   - A few drops of Cyano Acrylat 
     or the classic way - solder it

The awning

Fold the parts as on the pictures 

Dispenser
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Night safe
The night safe is built of two pieces
- One front panel (4)
- One rear part (5) with a few slots that should show
  through the holes in the front panel.

 - Mount the pieces so that the square "cavity" fits the 
   corresponding hole on the front panel.

- Solder or fix the pieces with CA 
    

    
That depends on the prototype.

Many dispensers and night safes are
metal white. Others are painted in different
company schemes.

The example shows three different "bankomats"
The first from Sweden and the next two from Czech Republic

   

   

Painting, or not ?
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